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On Structure
Grunwald Gallery of Art, Indiana University Bloomington
1201 E 7th St, Bloomington, IN
May 18-July 20, 2018

(Bloomington, Indiana, August 23, 2017) -The Grunwald Gallery at Indiana University Bloomington is
pleased to present the exhibition On Structure, curated by Linda Tien, Program Coordinator at the
Grunwald Gallery. The exhibit will contain works by seven U.S. based contemporary artists working in a
variety of media and will open on May 18 and continue through July 20, 2018. An opening reception
will be held on May 18 from 6:00 to 8:00 pm.
On Structure features contemporary artists utilizing or employing structure in their practice, ideation
and visual language. Works in painting, sculpture, jewelry, ceramics, and digital media will be included.
Artists in the exhibition are Hannah Barnes, Jessica Calderwood, Tiffany Carbonneau, Carnonneau +
Crum, etc, Brian Harper, Katie Hudnall, Mie Kongo and Brooke Marks-Swanson, all hailing from the
Midwest.
The works included in On Structure employ an organizational structure in either concept or production.
Some works are obviously about a method of construction that relies on a system of organized
execution, while others employ the idea of structure in more subtle ways. At times the structural
system is hidden, or very complex, while other times it is a clear entry point for understanding the
artists intent. The seven artists approach the idea of building systems differently, with a varied range of
finished results.
ABOUT THE GRUNWALD GALLERY
The Grunwald Gallery of Art presents contemporary works by both professional and student artists in a
special exhibition format. Exhibits incorporate art from a variety of contemporary genres and
approaches, and can be experimental or traditional. The Gallery is conceived as a visual art laboratory
with artists participating in the installation of their works and interaction with students and the public
is encouraged. The Gallery hosts over thirty exhibits annually of students from the School of Art,
Architecture + Design, focusing on work by advanced undergraduate, BFA and MFA students. The
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Grunwald Gallery frequently collaborates with artists, scientists and scholars to produce exhibits that
interpret visual art in a broader scientific or humanities context. We invite you to visit our website at
https://soaad.indiana.edu/.
VISITOR INFORMATION
Gallery hours are Tuesday – Saturday, 12:00pm – 4:00 pm, closed Sunday and Monday or by
appointment. All events are free and open to the public and the Grunwald Gallery is accessible to
people with disabilities. For more information on the School of Art, Architecture + Design and the
Grunwald Gallery at Indiana University, please visit https://soaad.indiana.edu/.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTACT
Betsy Stirratt
Grunwald Gallery of Art
812 855-8490
grunwald@indiana.edu
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